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Here lies some easy reference sheets for print.
And the paper minis that cover most of the possibilities in this epic goblin campaign! 



RANDOM ENCOUNTERS ON MAP 1
“SOMEONE’S COMING” 1 in 6 chance
2 rolls here, 1 for intent, 2nd for size
1 sneak attack toughies or ogres & 1 mob
2 attack bugbears & 1 mob
3 challenge toughie, ogre or bugbear
4 sabotage or steal large mob of gobbies
5 investigate few gobbies
6 parley lone gobbie

Traits
Kill’em! Die! You Dead! (Recharge 5-6). This tough goblin can 
scare goblins under it into a frenzy. Each goblin within 10 feet 
gets to add d4 to their next attack roll upon the toughy’s target of 
choice.

Run Away! (Recharge after a long or short rest).
This goblin can cause all goblins within 20 feet to immediately 
enact their Nimble Escape trait and flee 30 feet. 

Grrrr-Goblins!! (Recharge 5-6) This tough goblin can call for 
more goblins to suddenly show up. Roll d4 and that many will 
suddenly appear from nearby hiding spots. They do not sneak but 
will jump out and join the fight on that turn.

Shoot’em!! (Recharge 5-6) Only if a mob of archers is available 
can this toughy order them to shoot a specific target adding 1d4 
on their next attack roll.

Evasion. If this bugblud sneaker is subjected to an effect that al-
lows it to make a Dexterity saving throw to take only half damage, 
the sneaker instead takes no damage if it succeeds on the saving 
throw, and only half damage if it fails.

Parry. This bugblud adds 3 to its AC against one melee attack that 
would hit it. To do so, the bugblud must see the attacker and be 
wielding a melee weapon.

Grappler. This one loves to leap on and restrain a target. It has 
advantage to attacks if it successfully grapples. It can also restrain 
a target on a 2nd successful grapple affording advantage strikes 
from allies.

Spitter. (Recharge 4-6) This goblin is an expert spitter and can do 
so as a bonus action. A target must make a DC14 Charisma save 
or be so disgusted it is at disadvantage for its next turn.

Vicious Mockery. This goblin has acquired the innate ability to 
viciously mock and torment a foe, using the cantrip as a bonus 
action at will.

Aggressive. As a bonus action, the goblin can move up to its speed 
toward a hostile creature that it can see.

Intimidation. This brute, bugblud or sneaker causes fear innately 
against any who face it. Save versus a DC15 Wisdom check or be 
frightened. The target can repeat the saving throw at the end of 
each of its turns. 

Deal Maker. This goblin wants out of this rat race. It will pick the 
shiniest prettiest object from a target and offer up valuable goblin 
information for it. The target must save versus a DC 15 Cha or 
forsake the item and be stunned a moment. The goblin will use its 
Nimble Escape immediately.

Fumble 1-4
Use at your own risk!

Roll 2nd 
roll

Descriptions

1 1-12 The Gob successfully hits another gob or ally in the 
back which causes it to turn and fight the first gob!

13-20 The Gob swings or shoots wildly hitting itself.

2 1-12 The Gob topples knocking or tripping 1d4 allies, each 
must save vs a DC15 Dex or be knocked prone. Any-
thing larger than 2 sizes is not affected but counters 
with a React stomp attack.

13-20 The Gob topples over, lying prone before its foe.

3 1-12 The Gob flings its own weapon hitting an ally. It takes 
1d6 damage and loses its own turn. The first gob 
slinks away on its bonus action.

13-20 The Gob drops its weapon. It uses its Nimble Escape 
to retrieve it but is still visible and prone this turn.

4 1-12 The Gob over acts with growls, intimidation and 
forgets to attack. It also loses its next turn.

13-20 The Gob growls and loses this turn only. 

A Summation of DC tests -- FOR TERRAIN!
 Perception DC to perceive danger. If success-
ful avoid and/or advantage to next roll. Especially if they 
describe preparation and caution.
 Ability score DC to avoid result. Athletics, Acro-
batics, Strength or Dexterity save? 
 Taking damage. Any failure and they can take 
damage due to slips, slides and falls or be stuck. Damage 
should be 1d6 damage per about 10 feet of slipping, sliding 
or falling. This has the possibility of splitting the party or 
isolating one due to the failed save and sliding away!
 Becoming stuck could afford disadvantage to rolls, 
advantage to being hit, no movement, whatever seems ap-
propriate for the terrain in question. 
 And finally a Strength, Dexterity or Constitution 
DC roll to resist or clamber out of the situation as an action 
on each of their turns.
 All the while being surrounded and attacked!



Goblin Shields & Slashers
AC15, HP9, 30ft
Stealth+6, passPer9, 50xp
Dex+2, Con+1, Str/Wis/Cha-1
Nimble Escape
Scimitar+4, 1d6+2

Goblin Pikes & Spears
AC13, HP7, 30ft
Stealth+6, passPer9, 50xp
Dex+2, Str/Wis/Cha-1
Pike Tactic
Pike or Spear+3, 1d8-1

Goblin Archers
AC13, HP5, 30ft
Stealth+6, passPer10, 50xp
Dex+2, Str/Wis-1, Cha-2
Nimble Escape
Shortbow+4, 80/320ft, 1d6+2

Goblin & Worg
AC13, HP10 & 26
Worg saves Str+3, Dex+1
Goblin saves Str-1, Cha-1
Stealth+4, AnimalHandle+4, Perception+4, passPer10, 
50x+100xp
Nimble Escape-Mounted, Keen Hearing and Smell, Mount-
ed Warfare
Shortbow+3, 80/320ft, 1d6+2
Bite+5, 2d6+3, DC13 Str or knocked back & prone

Toughy Goblin & Boar
AC16 & 12, HP22 & 24, 30 & 40ft
Boar saves Str+2, Dex+1, Con+3
Toughy saves Str+2, Dex+2, Con+1, Cha-1
AnimalHandle+4, Perception+3, passPer10, 100xp+100xp
Charge, Relentless, Mounted Warfare
Scimitar+4, 1d8+2
Tusk+4, 2d6+2

Big Brute & Big Boar
AC16 & 13, HP36 & 57, 30 & 40ft
Boar saves Str+3, Dex+1, Con+4
Brute saves Str+3, Dex+2, Con+3, Cha-1
AnimalHandle+4, Perception+3, 200xp+200xp
Charge, Relentless, Mounted Warfare
Battle+5, 1d8+3
Tusk+5, 2d8+3

WAR CART
Large obect
Armor Class: 14
Hit Points: 65
2 drivers, 1 mob of 5 archers, +3AC, 2 boars. 

WAR WAGON
Huge Object
Armor Class: 15
Hit Points: 150 
2 drivers, 3 mobs of 5 archers, +5AC, 2 big or 4 boars.

Bugbear
AC16, HP27, 30ft
Str+2, Dex+2, Con+1, Cha-1
Stealth+6, Survival+2, passPer10, 200xp
Brute, Surprise Attack 2d6
Spiked Club+4, 2d8+2
Javelin throw+4, 30/120ft, 1d6+2

Bugboar
AC14, HP39, 30ft
Str+3, Dex+1, Con+2, Int/Cha-2, Wis-1
Athletics+2, passPer10, 450xp
Brute, Charge: if 20ft, 2d8, DC14 Str or prone
2 attacks
Tusk+7, 2d8+3
Greataxe+7, 2d12+3

Brute, Toughy
AC17, Hp53, 30ft
Str+3, Con+2, Int+1, Wis-1
passPer10
Goblin Support
2 attacks
Heavy Mace+6, 2d8+3
Heavy Javelin+6, 30/120ft, 2d6+3

Ogre or Juvenile Hill Giant
AC11, HP59, 40ft
Str+4, Dex-1, Con+3, Int-3, Wis/Cha-2
passPer8, 450xp
Greatclub+6, 2d8+4
Javelin or rock+6, 30/120ft, 2d6+4

Hill Giant
AC13, HP105, 40ft
Str+5, Dex/Wis-1, Con+4, Int-3, Cha-2
Perception+2, passPer12, 1800xp
Greatclub+8 10ft, 3d8+5
Rock+8, 60/240ft, 3d10+5

cheatsheet for gobby hordecheatsheet for gobby horde



Basic Stuff
Advantage to tests or saves involving Strength, 
Fear, Perception, vs Charm where numbers helps.

Damage Vulnerability, any area effect attack.

Disadvantage to Stealth, Hiding, Dexterity saves, 
where unison and size are compromising.

Mob’s Destruction
If the mob is at half hit points, it loses its skill and 
-1 to attack, damage & HD.

Mobs near death will tend to Disengage and Hide, 
unless a toughie, bugbear or bugblud leader is 
within 30’. 

Skills
Limiting mobs to 1 skill saves time, especially 
if there is an epic battle occurring. However a 
DM may feel no skill is needed, an epic battle is 
enough! Generally they can initiate their skill only 
once per battle. At full strength some can be used 
continually. At half strength, all skills end.

Ranged Skill
Focus on Target. Mobs always shoot at 1 target, but this 
skill really hones them to focus, pointing and yelling to take 
that target down. Advantage to hit.

Cover Fire. A mob may cover an area within their short 
range, 30’ cone, where they always get 1 reaction shot, if any 

target passes the area. 

Avoid Melee. They can Disengage, Move or Hide as a Reac-
tion to avoid engaging enemy in melee. 

Flurry of Arrows. If the target is hit, it will have disadvan-
tage to its next attack or action.

Melee Skill
Sneak Attack. If the mob’s target has no allies within 5ft., 
the mob gains an additional HD of damage on their attack.

Grapple. As a bonus action, one member jumps the target. 
DC Dex test, if it wins, per turn, the target is grappled. The 
target may attempt a Dex test at the end of each of their 
turns.

Intimidation. The mob will intimidate the target. DC Cha 
test, advantage to the mob, on a fail, the target must go last 
and has no Reaction attacks.

Overwhelm. Roll a test of Dex, the mob has been able to 
completely surround the target, it can not Disengage or 
move and they have advantage to their attacks.

Hold the Line. The mob uses Dodge while keeping target 
from advancing or targeting allies. On React they can move 
to keep target from advancing. On their turn, they can at-
tack but at disadvantage.

Either Group
Take Cover or Scatter. They are not vulnerable to area 
damage, saving as normal, but lose 1 turn afterward, to 
regroup.

Group Chant. The mob encourages each other, gaining 
2HD of healing and 1 Adv to next saving throw roll. 

mob rules!!!mob rules!!!



Mob Groups
Goblin, mob of 3
AC15, HP21, CR 1/2 (100XP)
Scimitar+5, 2d6+3

Goblin, mob of 5
AC15, HP35, CR 1 (200XP)
Scimitar+6, 3d6+4
1 melee skill

Goblin, mob of 7
AC15, HP49, CR 2 (450XP)
Scimitar+7, 4d6+5
1 melee skill

Mobs of Pikes are the same as above, except have a reach of 
10 feet and can attack through another mob per their Pike 
Tactics. They have no other skills.

Goblin Archers, mob of 3
AC13, HP21, CR 1/2 (100XP)
Shortbow+5, 2d6+3

Goblin Archers, mob of 5
AC13, HP35, CR 1 (200XP)
Shortbow+6, 3d6+4
1 ranged skill

Goblin Archers, mob of 7
AC13, HP49, CR 2 (450XP)
Shortbow+7, 4d6+5
1 ranged skill

A Mass of Goblins!
AC13, HP101, CR 3 (700XP)
Scimitars&Spears+7, 4d6+5 & Archers+7, 4d6+5
Group Chant skill

Bugbear, mob of 3
AC14 (no shield), HP81, CR3 (700XP)
Morning Star+5, 3d8+3
JavelinThrow+5, 2d6+3, 30/120ft
Surprise Attack: if surprise, +3d6, first attack

Bugboars, mob of 3
AC14, HP117, CR4 (1,100XP)
Greataxe+8, 3d12+4
Tusk+8, 3d8+4
Charge: if 20ft, +3d8, DC15Str or prone

Toughies, mob of 3
AC17, HP159, CR5 (1,800XP) 
2 Heavy Mace+7, 3d8+4
1 Heavy Javelin throw+7, 3d6+4, 30/120ft

Swarm of Pups
HP32, AC12, CR1, 200xp
Easily frightened by loud noises, AoE spells.
Claws & Bites +3, 2d4+1 
Sneak Attack Grapple DC12Dex or Str or grappled!

Massive Swarm of Pups
HP64, AC12, CR3, 800xp
Easily frightened by loud noises, AoE spells.
Claws & Bites +5, 4d4+2
Sneak Attack Grapple DC12Dex or Str or grappled!



Cage of Critters
 It takes a bonus action to open the cage door. For simplic-
ity the swarm acts at the end of the master’s turn.

Basic Swarm Rules
• It will occupy the same space as its target. 
• Any attacks upon the swarm may hit the opposing tar-

get, especially area effect spells. Other attack rolls will 
automatically hit the target on a natural roll of 1.

• Swarms have damage resist against basic melee attacks. 
• They are immune to most attack spells involving Wis, 

Int or Cha. 
• They are vulnerable to Area Effect damage. Many may 

be thwarted by presence of fire, smoke or other extreme 
elements before them.

• If they reach half their hit points, reduce their HD dam-
age by 1, their attack & damage bonus by 1.

Box of Swarming Buggies
AC12, HP22, Speed/Climb 20ft, 100XP, Bite+3, 4d4 pierc-
ing.
A Few Poisonous Critters
AC12, HP4, Speed/Climb/Fly 30ft, Stealth+4, advantage 
in terrain, Bite/Sting+2, 1d4, DC12 poison, 1d6 or half if 
save.
Swarm of Poisonous Critters
AC12, HP20, Speed/Climb/Fly 30ft, Stealth+2, advantage in 
terrain, Bite/Sting+6, 1d6, DC14 poison, 2d6 or half if save
Swarming Rats
AC10, HP24, Speed 30ft, 50XP, Bite+2, 2d6 piercing and 
slashing damage.
Mob of Giant Rats (mob of 3)
AC12, HP21, Speed 30ft, 50XP, Bite+4, 2d4+2
Swarm of Carrion Crawlies (young)
AC13, HP57, Speed/Climb 30ft, 200XP, 2 attacks, Ten-
tacles+5, 2d4 poison DC13 Con or paralyzed, Bite+5, 2d4 
piercing.
Swarm of Flying Stirges (mob of 5)
AC14, HP10, Fly40ft, 200XP, Blood Drain+6, 3d4+4.

Pots and Sacks

Toss. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 30/50ft., 
targets in 5 ft. range. Hit: 2 (1d4) bludgeon damage, plus 
content’s effects.

 
Clay Pot of Foul Stench
 Anyone within range must save versus an intense 
DC12 Constitution stench or be hacking and at -1d4 to all 
attack and save rolls. Target may attempt a saving thrown at 
the end of each of its turns.

Clay Pot of Corrosive Acid or Slime
 Corrodes & burns for 1d6 damage per round. It 
takes one turn and a proficient tool or blade to scrape off. 
Or, it takes 2 turns. A non-magical weapon or tool is de-
stroyed. Each turn, until cleared, it does damage.

Clay Pot of Blud Wyrms
 Take 1 hit point each turn until Cure Disease, 
Lesser Restoration or something similar is cast. After 5 hit 
points, it doubles to 2, after 10 hit points of damage, it goes 
to 4 hit points per round, after 20, etc... until one is a wrig-
gly wretched mass of starving blood wyrms!
 
Sack of Rot Grub
 1d4 grubs dig into the skin, each delivers 1d6 
damage. On the first round, fire applied to a wound (1d4 
damage to host) can kill that rot grub. The others deal 1d6 
damage each as they dig in. On the second round, a long 
blade may pierce into the flesh (1d4 damage to host), kill-
ing that rotgrub. On the third round, any surviving rotgrubs 
are too deep. They can only be killed by Cure Disease, 
Lesser Restoration or something similar. They will continue 
to do 1d6 damage per turn as they burrow voraciously.
 Cure Disease must be applied at some point, as 
dead rotgrubs in a host will infect it with a plague. See 
Disease rules.

Poisons & Diseases!!!
 If a goblin rolls a 20, have the target save versus a 
DC Con or be infected with goblin filth or poison.

Disease & Plague Rules
 Various sickly ailments will begin within hours of 
the infection. A victim loses one level of exhaustion and re-
gains only half hit points on any heal or rest. A victim must 
make a Constitution save each Long Rest versus the DC of 
the infection. A failure adds another level of Exhaustion. A 
success gains a level of Exhaustion. A victim lives or dies 
once recovering from Exhaustion or dying from it.

foul thingsfoul things



Sample Poisons
Basic poison inflicts the poison condition and does hit 
point damage. The DC and hit point damage varies upon 
the strength of the poison. 

Paralysis is another common poison. When infected or 
ingested one becomes paralyzed for 1 minute. Target may 
attempt a saving throw at the end of each of its turns.

Venom causes one to collapse unconscious if a DC Con 
save fails. The victim can be awoken if it takes damage. 

Fungal glow causes one to glow fungal spots, all attacks get 
advantage upon target for 1 min. It is otherwise harmless 
and there is no saving throw.

Stiffening agent stiffens the target so it can only do 1 action 
(or attack) or maneuver per turn for 1 min at disadvantage. 
The target may attempt a save at the end of each turn for 1 
min.

Alchemy’s fire burst one on fire for 1 min, each round it 
takes 1d6 damage. It is a chemical fire and requires 2 rounds 
of fully smothering to end.

Burning Dust makes one blind and writhing in agony. It 
affects one for 1 min, making all actions at disadvantage, 
and being hit by others with advantage. If one spends an 
action with water, it can clear the burning sensation from 
one’s eyes. A DC Dex check could avoid it. A DC Con check 
saves against it, enduring the pain.

Basic Trap Setup

Trigger. Snare, pull, release of tension, or weight upon a 
concealed cover is commonly utilized by Growers & Breed-
ers. 
Countermeasure: A successful DC Wis (Perception) check 
reveals the setup. Factors: lighting, terrain, conditions.
Effect. DC Dex will avoid falling objects or the full effects 
of a fall. The fall could be 1d6 bludgeoning and 1d6 spikes 
damage. Plus 2d6 poison damage against a DC Con. 

See Foul Things for optional critters in trap based on what is 
available to the Grower or Breeder.

A Summation of DC tests -- FOR TRAPS!
 Perception DC to perceive danger. If success-
ful avoid and/or advantage to next roll. Especially if they 
describe preparation and caution.
 Ability score DC to avoid result. Athletics, Acro-
batics, Strength or Dexterity save? 
 Taking damage. Any failure and they can take 
damage due to slips, slides and falls or be stuck. Damage 
should be 1d6 damage per about 10 feet of slipping, sliding 
or falling. Plus 1d6 if spikes are added. Falling has the possi-
bility of splitting the party or isolating one due to the failed 
save and sliding away!
 Becoming stuck could afford disadvantage to rolls, 
advantage to being hit, no movement, whatever seems ap-
propriate for the terrain in question. 
 And finally a Strength, Dexterity or Constitution 
DC roll to resist or clamber out of the situation as an action 
on each of their turns.
 All the while being surrounded and attacked!



01-02 The Gob laughs maniacally as an insect plague es-
chews from it... but they only devour the Gob!

03-04 The Gob bursts as a Fireball in 30 ft. radius. It is gone.
05-06 A Dretch demon appears in a random direction, 1d20 

feet from the Gob. It’s hostile to anyone.
07-08 Black ghostly tentacles spew out from the Gob. 

Everyone within 10ft must save vs a DC14 Dex or be 
knocked prone.

09-10 The Gob shakes with a surge of energy. Everyone 
within 10 ft. gets hit with a magic missile.

11-12 The Gob enlarges! It does +1d4 physical damage & is 
10 feet high.

13-14 The Gob shrinks! It’s so small it uses its Nimble Es-
cape with advantage & can be killed instantly.

15-16 Confusion spell emanates from the Gob, affecting 
everyone within 10ft. Everyone may do a DC13 Wis 
save or be confused.

17-18 The Gob gains 5 false life hit points per turn. It looks 
and is demonic & crazed.

19-20 The Grease spell is cast centered on the Gob.

21-22 Creatures have disadvantage saving throws versus the 
Gob’s spells. It glows with power.

23-24 The Gob flashes rapidly! Everyone has disadvantage 
to attacks & ability checks that can see this.

25-26 An additional eye appears on the Gob’s forehead. It 
has Truesight and is disturbing!

27-28 For next two turns it doubles speed, attacks & can 
cast a cantrip along with a regular spell. 

29-30 The Gob feels the urge to & must misty step up to 60 
feet in area that it can see on each turn.

31-32 The Gob disappears to the Astral Plane for 1d4 turns. 
After it returns, it tries to describe the horrifying vi-
sions! Then chooses to give up on everything.

33-34 Maximize damage for the next damaging spell the 
Gob casts. It needs 1 turn to glorify afterwards.

35-36 Everyone looks just like the Gob.

37-38 The Gob oozes into a slimy pool. It can move 10ft and 
through 1 inch spaces.

39-40 The Gob’s arms turn into writhing tentacles.

41-42 The Gob randomly teleports 30 ft. to an open space as 
a bonus action on each of its turns. 

43-44 The Gob levitates floating 30ft. First 1d4 turns it is 
confused.

45-46 The Gob can only make a high pitched sound. Oth-
ers in 30 ft. radius must roll a DC14 Con save or be 
forced to back off 30 feet.

47-48 A spectral aura grants the Gob +2AC & protection 
from attacks by any magical spells or weapons.

49-50 The Gob spurts out 2d6 fire against any physical 
impact for 1 min & scares it too.

51-52 Anything the Gob touches shocks 1d8 damage, for 1 
minute. It is unharmed but could be surprised.

53-54 The Gob regains 1d4 spell slots, lowest first.

55-56 Fog cloud spews from Gob. It lasts 10 minutes.

57-58 Up to 3 creatures nearest the Gob take 4d10 lightning 
damage.

59-60 A powerful Lich, Devil or other astral evil being pos-
sesses the Gob. It can only use Gob to see & commu-
nicate, then goes away. Gob body is vulnerable.

61-62 The Gob gains resistance to all damage for next 
minute.

63-64 The Gob polymorphs into an animal similar to any 
nearby.

65-66 The Gob raises up 30ft in the air and stays there.

67-68 Each creature in 20 feet radius takes 1d10 necrotic 
and the Gob heals that total including false life.

69-70 The Gob is mirror imaged, there are now 4 identical 
targets.

71-72 A random creature within 60 feet can suddenly fly.

73-74 The Gob regains all sorcery points.

75-76 The Gob shouts out. All within 60 feet radius must 
make a DC11 Int save or lose their next turn of action 
to see what’s going on.

77-78 Any dead rise as zombies within 60 feet of the Gob, 
attacking anyone randomly. They last until killed.

79-80 The Gob casts Darkness, 15 feet radius. No one can 
see!

81-82 The Gob spell affects one other target in the area, 
randomly chosen within 30 ft.

83-84 The Gob shoots forth harmless magical slime. All 
must pick their DC16 ability score save or lose that 
bonus.

85-86 The insect plague spell bursts forth from the Gob. It is 
immune to it.

87-88 An antimagic spell forms from the Gob.

89-90 Everyone is charmed by everyone else in 30ft area.

91-92 The Gob is replaced by a Barlgura. The Gob replaces 
it after duration unharmed.

93-94 A fireball blasts out from the Gob, affecting all but 
itself.

95-96 The Gob turns ethereal or ghostly. It can not touch or 
be touched but it can see and communicate.

97-98 The Gob switches bodies with a random target within 
30ft, but it can not be goblinoid. 

99-00 The Gob turns to stone and switches bodies with 
another. 

goblin wild surge tablegoblin wild surge table
All effects & save fails last 1 minute that are a duration.
Instantaneous effects do not continue or repeat.
If ‘everyone’ is affected it includes the Gob.

Effects can be changed appropos to the situation.
Roll a DC14 Cha for the Gob on any strange effect to see if 
it is confused by it and can’t act the first turn.







































Setting up Roll20

The jpg files can not be larger than 10mb. Included in the 
winrar files. 

Here are the settings for the size in Roll20.  
 
Note, this size works for Foundry VTT but adjust if needed. 
I am not at all proficient with this tool. 
 
These maps can be loaded into Owlbear Rodeo as well, but 
I am not familiar with sizing, especially when scaling with 
tokens. And it is definitely less robust in options.


